
POLYUREA – SPRAY ELASTOMERIC COATINGS
AQUASEAL™ SYNERGY SERIES - ELASTOMERIC POLYUREA
AQUASEAL™ is a new generation, high performance polyurea elastomer.  It provides a flexible,  
resilient, tough, monolithic membrane offering water and chemical resistance. It is designed for 
filling or repairing control joints, random cracks, and voids created by spalling.  AQUASEAL™ may 
also be used as a roofing system over polyurethane foam, or as a sealant sprayed directly to the 
substrate (metal, concrete, wood, geo-textile fabric, etc.) 

AQUASEAL™  HI-RISE X3 SYNERGY SERIES - ELASTOMERIC BRIDGING POLYUREA

AQUASEAL™  HI-RISE X5 SYNERGY SERIES ELASTOMERIC CUSHIONING POLYUREA
AQUASEAL HI-RISE X5™ (X5™) is a unique elastomer that expands approximately 500% of its original 
volume during the spray application. The resulting foam is soft, tough, and viscoelastic, with excellent 
memory retention. Used in applications where soft, pliable surfaces are desired. Manufacturing of items 
require product characteristics or concrete resurfacing. The in place yield is ±80 mils of product per  
gallon, per 100 sq. ft. when sprayed through a LOCK N LOAD™ gun.  When applied to porous surfaces 
such as vertical poured concrete and concrete masonry units (cmu), X5™ rises to bridge substrate 
imperfections to virtually eliminate blowholes and pinholes.  X5™ is formulated with the “ULTRA BOND™” 
molecule therefore is self-priming in most application.

ELASTAFLEX™ 1.0 UB SYNERGY SERIES HIGH ADHESION ELASTOMERIC POLYUREA
ELASTALFEX 1.0 UB is an aromatic polymer chemistry with greater color/gloss retention and more UV 
resistance than typical aromatic polyureas.  It has a unique capability of adhering to both new and aged 
polymeric substrates without the use of a primer or extensive surface prep.

POLYUREA – POUR, SELF-LEVELING COATINGS
EPL™ 1.5, EPL™ 4 & EPL™ 9 - SELF-LEVELING POLYUREA ELASTOMERS
The EPL™ (Extended Pot Life) product series offers a durable, self-leveling polyurea with extended 
pot life (open-time) ranging from one and a half, to nine minutes.  These polymers are ideal for filling 
or repairing control joints, random cracks, and joint faces.  In addition, the EPL™ products are a great 
solution for self-leveling base coats, spot repair of existing coatings, deck and floor repairs.

SYNERGY SERIES LPG™ (LOW PRESSURE PROPORTIONER)
SPRAY FOAM & POLYUREA COATING PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

NEW INDUSTRY 
INNOVATION 
FROM SPI
The technological  
advancement made with  
the LPG™ Proportioner  
technology:

Dramatically reduces pin holes 
and blow holes on porous  
surfaces, including concrete, 
wood and EPS.

Effectively resolves shrinkage 
problems normally associated  
with hot sprayed plural  
component elastomers.

LOCK N LOAD™ Gun

LPG™ VIDEO

AQUASEAL HI-RISE X3™ (X3™) is a unique elastomer that expands approximately 300% 
of its original volume during the spray application.  This economical waterproofing 
solution is typically applied in a one-step process, which reduces material and labor 
cost.  In place yield is ±50 mils per gallon, per 100 sq. ft. when sprayed through 
LOCK N LOAD™ gun.  When applied to porous surfaces such as vertical poured  
concrete and concrete masonry units (cmu), X3™ rises to bridge substrate  
imperfections to virtually eliminate blowholes and pinholes.  X3™ is formulated  
with the “ULTRA BOND™” molecule therefore is self-priming in most instances.

ONE-STEP PROCESS

DEMO VIDEO

AQUASEAL HI-RISE 3X™
Synergy	Series

Component A  (use with component B at a 1:1 ratio by volume) For additional information and  
handling instructions, read this 
product’s material safety data 
sheet (MSDS) 

AQUASEAL HI-RISE 3X™ is a state-of-the-art, high performance, sprayed/poured, 
plural component polyurea elastomer.  This system is based on amine – termi-
nated polyether resins, amine chain extenders, and isocyanates.  It provides a 
flexible, extremely tough, monolithic membrane with excellent water and chemical 
resistance.

RECOMMENDED USES 
 To fill or repair control joints, random 

cracks and shallow spalls in concrete 
surfaces. 

 Earthen containment lining used with or 
without geotextile fabric (spray applica-
tion) 

 Elastomer for protection of sprayed-in-
place urethane foam (spray application). 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Apply AQUASEAL HI-RISE 3X™ only to 
clean, dry, sound surfaces free of loose par-
ticles or other foreign matter.  A primer may 
be required subject to type and/or condition 
of the substrate.  Consult technical service 
personnel for specific primer recommenda-
tions and substrate preparation procedures.  
Contact technical service personnel for spe-
cific recommendations, pricing and availabil-
ity of spray and auxiliary equipment.  It is 
recommended that AQUASEAL HI-RISE 
3X™ be sprayed in multi-directional (north-
south/east-west) passes to ensure uniform 
thickness. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY 
NET CONTENT 

� 5 GALLONS
� 15 GALLONS
� 55 GALLONS
� 250 GALLONS 
                    LB NET 

MFG DATE:                    .

LOT NO:            

Rev 05.02.12 

Disclaimer:  The information herein is believed to be reliable 
but unknown risks may be present.  No warranties expressed 
or implied, including patent warranties, or warranties of mer-
chantability, or fitness for use, are made by Specialty Prod-
ucts, Inc. (SPI) with respect to products or information set 
forth herein.  Nothing contained herein shall constitute per-
mission or recommendation to practice any invention covered 
by a patent without a license from the owner of the patent.  
Accordingly, buyer assumes all risks whatsoever as to the 
use of these materials and buyer’s exclusive remedy as to 
any breach of warranty, negligence or other claim shall be 
limited to the purchase price of the materials.  It is recom-
mended that each user conduct a sufficient investigation to 
establish the suitability of product application in any particular 
use.  Failure to adhere to any recommended procedures shall 
relieve SPI of all liability with respect to the materials and the 
use thereof. 

Note:  The material contained in this drum is one of two com-
ponents (Component A/Component B) used to formulate 
AQUASEAL HI-RISE 3X™.  The quality and characteristics of 
the finished polymer is determined by the mixture and appli-
cation of the two components.  SPI has no role in the manu-
facture of the finished polymer other than to supply its two 
components.  It is vital that the person applying this product 
understand the product and be fully trained and certified in 
the use of plural component equipment.  SPI, an Alaska 
corporation, warrants only that the two components of AQ-
UASEAL HI-RISE 3X™ shall conform to the technical specifi-
cation published in the product literature.  The quality and 
fitness of the product is dependent upon the proper mixture 
and application of the components by the applicator.  There 
are no warranties, which extend beyond the description on 
the face of this instrument.   SPI MAKES NO WARRANTY 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OF THE PRODUCT OR OF FIT-
NESS OF THE PRODUCT FOR ANY PARTICULAR PUR-
POSE.  SPI makes no warranty as to the quality of any prod-
uct modified, supplemented, tinted or altered in any way after 
it leaves the manufacturing plant.  SPI does not warrant that 
AQUASEAL HI-RISE 3X™ is suitable for use as a liner for 
potable water containers.  AQUASEAL-UB III™ in a potable 
water container could be hazardous to health if it is improp-
erly processed or applied.  The liability of SPI for any non-
conformity of the product to its technical specifications shall 
be limited to replacement of the product.  The sole exclusive 
remedy of buyer, which is to have SPI replace any non-
conforming product at no cost to buyer, is conditioned upon 
buyer notifying SPI.  Specialty Products, Inc. shall not be 
liable for any direct incidental, or consequential damages 
resulting from any breach of warranty. 

Specialty Products, Inc. 
2410 – 104th Street Ct. S. Ste. D 

Lakewood, WA 98499
www.specialty-products.com

IN CASE OF FIRE:
Wear self-contained breathing apparatus with full 
face piece and protective clothing.  Use dry chemical, 
foam, carbon dioxide, or halogenated agents.  If wa-
ter is used, use very large quantities.  The reaction 
between water and isocyanate may be vigorous. 

SPILL OR LEAK: 
Wear skin, eye, and respiratory protection during 
cleanup.  Soak up liquid with absorbent and shovel 
into waste container.  Cover container, but do not 
seal, and remove from work area.  See material 
safety data sheet (MSDS) for detoxification proce-
dure. 

WASTE DISPOSAL: 
Dispose of detoxified waste in facility permitted for 
non-hazardous material. 

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: 
Empty container retains produce residue.  Observe 
all label precautions.  Do not distribute, make avail-
able, furnish, or reuse emptied containers except for 
storage of original product.  See MSDS procedure for 
decontamination of container residue.  Consult fed-
eral, provincial, state and local regulations on chemi-
cal waste disposal.  Puncture or otherwise destroy 
empty container before disposal. 

FIRST AID: 
If on skin, immediately wash material off skin with 
soap and plenty of water.  If in eyes, immediately 
flush with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes.  If 
redness, itching, or burning sensation develops in 
eyes or on skin, get medical attention.  Wash con-
taminated clothing and de-contaminate footwear 
before reuse.  If swallowed and conscious, give 1 or 2 
glasses of water to drink.  DO NOT induce vomiting.  
Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious 
person.  If gastrointestinal symptoms develop; refer 
victim to medical personnel.  If inhaled remove victim 
to fresh air.  If cough or other respiratory symptoms 
develop consult medical personnel. 

The aforementioned data on this product is to be 
used as a guide and is subject to change without 
notice.

� DYE COLOR     
WARNING!  Causes eye irritation, inhalation or 
ingestion may cause mucous membrane irrita-
tion.  Repeated prolonged contact can cause 
skin irritation or sensitization.  Vapors may 
irritate eyes or cause respiratory sensitization 
if inhaled.  Lung injury may result. 
Contains:  4,4’-Diphenylmethane Diisocyanate 
(4,4’; CAS 101-68-8); Modified MDI (CAS 
157905-72-1) and Propylene Carbonate (CAS 
108-32-7). 
Avoid contact with eyes and skin.  Avoid 
breathing vapors or mists.  Individuals sensi-
tized to isocyanate should not be exposed to 
this product.  Wear chemical tight goggles,  full 
face shield, impervious gloves, apron, and arm-
covers.  Use with forced ventilation.  Wash 
thoroughly after handling.  Store in tightly 
sealed containers to protect from atmospheric 
moisture.  Moisture contamination can cause 
dangerous pressure buildup.  Do Not swallow. 
FLASHPOINT:  Above 230°F (110°C) 

IN CASE OF CHEMICAL EMERGENCY 
CALL CHEMTREC: 1-800-424-9300

Storage Temperature:  AQUASEAL HI-
RISE 3X™ must be stored at tempera-
tures between 60° to 100°F (16° – 38°
C).  

SHELF LIFE 6 MONTHS 

Nucleated Processing Temperature 
To spray AQUASEAL HI-RISE 3X™ using 
the nucleating kit  processed with a SPI 
synergy proportioner, the liquid tempera-
ture must be a minimum 80°F (21°C) 
maximum 100°F (38°c) and optimum  
90°F (32°C)

Brown  = above actual 

Green = Actual 
Blue = below actual 
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OPTIMUM SPRAY
NUCLEATED

Optimum Mix and Rise,
To achieve optimum mix 
and rise, nucleation at the 
gun needs to be a minimum 
of 90 psi and 9 cfm  

MSDS

TECH DATA VIDEO

specialty-products.com   l   800.627.0773   l   info@specialty-products.com
PROUDLY
made in the USA

* An independent air compressor may be required depending on 
your application. Please consult your SPI Sales Representative 
for more information.



SPECIALTY 
PRODUCTS, 
INC
LAKEWOOD, WA
2410 104th Street Ct S Suite D   
Lakewood, WA 98499

ANCHORAGE, AK
1425 Spar Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99501

ROWLETT, TX
2601 Lawing Lane
Rowlett, TX 75088

Specialty-Products.com

1 800 627 0773
Info@specialty-products.com

SPRAY POLYURETHANE FOAM (SPF)
ICC APPROVED, CLASS 1 RATED
SYNERGY SERIES ENVELO-SEAL™ 0.5 LB. IB SPRAY FOAM
IGNITION BARRIER RATED FOAM
ENVELO-SEAL 0.5™ OC spray-applied polyurethane foam is a two component, low-density,  
non-structural insulation system designed for commercial, residential, and industrial applications.   
The low density nature of ENVELO-SEAL™ 0.5 OC allows for tremendous yield, while still 
affording critical air sealing of the home, office space, or classroom, resulting in better air 
quality, and an increased comfort for building occupants.  Synergy Series ENVELO-SEAL™ 
0.5 OC has been approved for use in attics and crawlspaces per ICC-ES AC377, Appendix 
A1.2.2 and Appendix X.  Please contact SPI for testing credentials and further details.

SYNERGY SERIES ENVELO-SEAL™ 2.0 LB. IB 
IGNITION BARRIER RATED FOAM
ENVELO-SEAL™ spray applied polyurethane foam is a two component, medium-density, 
structural insulation system designed for commercial, residential, and industrial applications.  
Closed-cell polyurethane foam yields a high R-value. Minimizes air and moisture infiltration. 
The spray applied nature of ENVELO-SEAL™ SPF allows for tremendous sealing properties 
which contribute to healthier homes and workplaces. The rigid nature of ENVELO-SEAL™ 
increases overall structural integrity resulting in more durable structures. ENVELO-SEAL™ 
expands during application to provide increased performance values by sealing the building 
envelope.  Synergy Series ENVELO-SEAL™ 2.0 CC has been approved for use in attics and 
crawlspaces per ICC-ES AC377, Appendix A1.2.2 and Appendix X.  Please contact SPI for 
testing credentials and further details.

SYNERGY SERIES ENVELO-SEAL™ 2.5 - 3.0 LB. ROOFING FOAM
ENVELO-SEAL™ 2.5 roofing foam is a two-component, rigid, closed cell polyurethane 
system for sprayed-in-place applications.  This foam is low viscosity and is specifically 
designed for spray operations to produce a high yield, rigid foam for roofing, tooling, 
molds, pipelines, tanks, foundations, fish holds, and other commercial/industrial exterior 
surfaces.

SPRAY POLYURETHANE FOAM (SPF)*
SYNERGY SERIES ENVELO-SEAL™ SPRAY FOAM
ENVELO-SEAL™ is a non-rated, spray polyurethane foam and is available in 1.5 – 30 
pound densities.  The product is a low-viscosity foam designed to produce rigid foam 
for tooling, molds, pipelines, roofs, foundations, fish holding ponds, water features, and 
other commercial or industrial exterior surfaces where a fire rating is not required.

POUR POLYURETHANE FOAM*
SYNERGY SERIES ENVELO-POUR™ FOAM
SPI ENVELO-POUR™, a low-viscosity foam, is designed for pour operations to produce 
rigid foam for flotation, cavity filling, structural insulation panels, pipeline, mine and tank  
decommissioning and may also be used as pole-set in lieu of concrete, and other  
exterior surfaces where a fire rating is not required.  It can be custom formulated in  
densities ranging from 2 to 30 pounds.

ECO-R↑SE™ SYNERGY SERIES GEO-TECHNICAL FOAM
ECO-R↑SE™  is a rigid, closed cell structural foam system designed for concrete slab  
lifting, leveling, stabilization, and void filling.  It can be engineered to any density,  
cream and rise.  It offers structural stability with enhanced hydrolytic characteristics.
Available in hydrophobic formulations, for applications with excessive water.

* This product has not been tested for flame spread or smoke development.

LOCK N LOAD™ Gun

specialty-products.com   l   800.627.0773   l   info@specialty-products.com


